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Background on Inera

- We're in the business of automating certain citation/reference processes, including:
  - Copyediting
  - Linking
  - Validating
  - Tagging

- How well these processes can be automated depends on the quality of the input

- How well the results can be leveraged by publishers depends on the quality of the output
Quality of Input: Authors
"Can we count on authors to provide the correct information?"

– Angela Cochran

- I assumed this was a rhetorical question...

- For more information, see:

- Anecdotally, we've learned that since the APA style guide began requiring DOIs (6th edition), the APA has found that ~20% of author-supplied DOIs are incorrect or corrupt in some form or another

- If you're not editing and validating your references, you're publishing errors
The Variety of Editorial Styles

- These types of errors highlight the challenges of:
  - Relying on authors to provide accurate data
  - Requiring authors to know and follow multiple editorial styles

- We've noticed a trend in recent years of publishers being more open to adopting standard styles (e.g., AMA, ICMJE) than they were in the past, which can enhance compliance and accuracy


- If you're struggling with citations, it may be worth reviewing your editorial style and asking yourself if it's part of the problem
Quality of Output: Publishers
Bad Publisher Behavior

- As a former copyeditor, I'm not going to call out copyeditors for reference errors that make it to print 😊
- Instead, I want to point out some choices publishers make that can reduce the quality and discoverability of their citations
- Oh, the things we've seen...
If You'd Like Automated Citation Tools to Fail, Consider...

- Restarting pagination at 1 for every issue in a volume


- Giving your journal a name that could also be a date, like "October" or "1999"


- Including numerals in your journal name

If You'd Like Automated Citation Tools to Fail, Consider...

- Changing your journal name without changing the ISSN
- Not following NFAIS best practices for assigning article IDs (e-pages)
- Using an idiosyncratic style for citations to your own publications
DOI Deposit Errors

Some errors publishers make when depositing metadata to Crossref:

- Including referees or editors as authors
- Using the year of deposit rather than the year of publication
- Leaving out metadata (e.g., issue or pagination)
- Setting author names or article titles in all caps
- Using encoding other than Unicode (but declaring the encoding as Unicode) when depositing special characters
Best Practices for Best Results

If you want automated tools to be able to link your citations, there are a few key principles.

Include enough accurate reference data for a machine to be able to find the version of record online (and to disambiguate one reference from another, similar reference):

- Numeric info (year, volume, issue, pages) is critical, but text such as titles can help refine the search.
- Chemistry-style references, which lack article titles, can lead to incorrect links.

If journal names in references are incorrect or non-standard, links are likely to fail.
The Risk of Leaving Information Out

- In theory, an automated lookup of a journal reference that includes only the first author, the article title, and the journal name should return a link.

- A lookup of the same reference that includes only the journal name, the volume, the year, and the first page number should also work.

- But if any one of those elements is incorrect in either scenario — the author's name is misspelled, or the first page number is wrong — the link will likely fail or (even worse) point to the wrong record.

- A complete reference often enables tools to link accurately even when there are errors in the reference.
Beyond Linking

Tools that are able to return accurate links can also:

- Correct bad data in references
  - Misspelled or missing author names (e.g., expanding out "et al." to include additional authors)
  - Errors in article titles
  - Incorrect pagination
- Flag papers that have been corrected or retracted
- Flag publications from predatory journals?
  - No tools that we're aware of yet, but with a reliable list we could create this fairly easily
Preprints

- There are emerging editorial styles for citing preprints, but it's in flux.
- Most authors don't know how to cite them... and editors may not have settled on a style either.
- Reference managers (e.g., EndNote) may not support them.
- Preprints are heavily dependent on DOIs, so you'll want to verify that those are correct.
- In general, citations to preprints currently require a lot more editorial oversight than citations to journals.
The Importance of Being Editors

- Publishing is moving more and more toward machine readability and big data analysis.

- For these initiatives to work, references — and their underlying persistent identifiers like DOIs — need to be accurate and well structured.

- Good tools can help fix many errors in references, but even the best tools can't automate everything.

- Automation **always** requires human oversight, and good editors will **always** be needed to sort out issues that tools can highlight but can't fix.
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